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********************************************************************
Candle Night Newsletter December Special 2010
== Invitation to Candle Night ==
********************************************************************
Candle Night Summer & Winter Solstices.

Turn off your lights for two hours from 8 to 10 p.m.
on the evenings of the summer and winter solstices.

Do something special . . .
Read a book with your child by candlelight.
Enjoy a quiet dinner with a special person.
This night can mean many things for many people.
A time to save energy, to think about peace,
to think about people in distant lands
who share our planet.

********************************************************************
The Winter Solstice-Practices in Japan
********************************************************************

The winter solstice is the shortest day and the longest night in the northern hemisphere.
This year, the date is December 22. The winter solstice is regarded as an important day
in many places around the world. It is considered the day when the sun is reborn
because each day gets longer after the solstice.

The winter solstice is expressed as "Ichiyou Raifuku" in Japanese, meaning the turning
point from Yin to Yang- Yin and Yang are the positive and the negative in the principles
of Chinese philosophy. It also means the day of "the return of spring," when winter has
gone and spring comes.

Actually, it becomes much colder after the winter solstice. In Japan, many practices to
warm up and take care of ourselves have been passed on since the old days.
One of the widespread practices is taking "yuzu-yu." Several slices or a whole "yuzu," a kind of citrus, is put in a cloth bag, then the bag is placed into bathwater. It is said in Japan that if you take a yuzu bath on the winter solstice, you will never catch a cold during winter. It is also said that the strong smell of yuzu can remove evil from the body and purify it. In fact, yuzu baths smell good and an ingredient of the yuzu skin is known to be good for skin protection.

Another well-known practice is to eat "kabocha," or winter squash, on the day of the winter solstice. Japanese winter squash is full of vitamin A and carotene and thus good for preventing colds and strokes. Although the harvesting season of squash is from summer to autumn, it can be well preserved and thus valued in winter when other vegetables are scarce.

In addition, the phonetic sound of "kabocha," also read as "nan-ki-n", is said to be auspicious. The sound, "n" is a rhyme for "u-n" (meaning fortune in Japanese) and therefore some vegetables that end in "n," like "dai-kan" (Japanese radishes), nin-ji-n (carrots) and ren-ko (lotus roots) are also regarded as auspicious vegetables.

There are some shrine festivals related to the winter solstice in Japan. One is "Toji-sai," the Winter Solstice Festival, held by the Issan Shrine in Saitama City in Saitama Prefecture. At the shrine, they make a path in the middle of a bonfire. The practice is called "hi-watari," or firewalking in English. Visitors walk down the path barefoot, wishing for the removal of impurities of the past year, and for good health and family safety for the coming year. After they safely finish their firewalking, yuzu fruit is given to the visitors. Thus, the festival is also called "Yuzu Festival."

(Taeko Ohno)

We welcome your comments, any related stories and information regarding Candle Night.

Please send emails to: eninfo@candle-night.org
Twitter: http://twitter.com/candlenight_en
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/Candle-Night/109894223133?ref=fn
Happy Candle Nights!
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